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1 Introduction
This document provides the Qatari Government agencies with an Application Reference Model
and the Taxonomy, as part of the overall Qatari Government Enterprise Architecture (GEA) set
of reference models. The purpose of the Application Reference Model (ARM) is to provide
application architecture and standards guidance to agencies to develop next generation services
and to provide a classification of applications that support the Government agencies’ business
processes, including core business applications, infrastructure applications and platforms as per
the defined taxonomy.
Application in this document is defined as: Software components (including websites,
databases, email, and other supporting software) resting on Infrastructure that, when
aggregated and managed, may be used to create, use, share, and store data and information
to enable support of a business service.
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2 Document Structure
Application Reference Model document is structured as described below.


Goals and Benefits – describes goals set forth for ARM and benefits that can be realized by leveraging
ARM by both WoG and Agencies



Application Architecture – describes the application reference architecture that will be used to create
applications supporting Government services



Standards – lists the application standards to be followed while designing and developing services



Application Reference Taxonomy – describes the common language used to classify applications
supporting Government services



How to Use the Reference models?– describes how WoG and Agencies can use ARM to realize key
benefits



Appendix 1: How can agencies create Application catalogue and service – Information – Application
mapping matrix? – provides guidelines to individual government agencies on how they can build
application catalogues aligned to the ARM taxonomy and also the Service -> Information -> Application
matrix using the Archi tooling



Appendix 2: Microservices design and implementation guidelines – provides design and implementation
guidelines to agencies in developing microservices based applications



Appendix 3: Reference architecture usage scenarios - provides instructions to agencies on how to
leverage various technology building blocks to create microservices based applications and analytical
applications.



Glossary – lists all the Acronyms used in the document and their expansions.
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3 Goals & Benefits
3.1 Goals
The goal of the Application Reference Model (ARM) is to facilitate:


Provide application reference architecture and standards and guidelines for application development



Standardization of the language / terminology related to classifying application assets and ICT services
across the government entities



Agency wide application portfolio management



Identification of consolidation opportunities and sharing opportunities

3.2 Benefits
The benefits of ARM include:

ARM Benefits

WoG

Agencies



Identification of opportunities for future shared
application services



Identification of new license requirements and
maintenance services as part of framework
agreement



Identification of redundancies and
opportunities to share, reuse, or
consolidate information systems



Identify the right technology to meet a
well understood business need



Cost-effective and timely delivery of
services through a repository of
application standards and reference
architecture
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4 Application architecture
The architecture diagram below captures the GEA application reference architecture MoTC and
agencies can use while developing applications supporting business services. The diagram
illustrates the capabilities provided by GEA next-gen platform across multiple layers and
highlights the shared capabilities provided at WoG level. The shared capabilities that currently
exist are highlighted in the diagram and the rest will be made available by MoTC once the nextgen platform is implemented. Agencies are expected to leverage WoG shared capabilities as
part of their e-Services development as per the policies defined in ‘Council of Ministers’
Resolution No. (18) of 2010, on the Implementation of e-Government Policies’.

Figure 1 - GEA application reference architecture
The top two layers – ‘Systems of Engagement’ and ‘Services’ captures the services and
applications developed on top of the ‘technology building blocks layer’ comprising ‘Service
enablement Platform services’, ‘Integration services’, ‘Data services’ capabilities and ‘Shared
applications and services’. The bottom most layer – ‘Systems of Records’ represents the legacy
agency specific systems of records (SoR).
Legend description:


Components color-coded in ‘Maroon’ and marked as ‘WoG’ are the services and capabilities provided at
WoG level – mostly by MoTC with a few exceptions (e.g.: Certificate Authority service by Ministry of
Interior (MoI), Geo-spatial platform by Ministry of Municipality and Environment (MME))



Components color coded in ‘Light Blue’ and marked as ‘WoG, Agencies’ are services that will be developed
primarily by individual agencies and in some cases at WoG level by MoTC.
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Components color coded in ‘Dark Blue’ and marked as ‘Agencies’ are services that will be developed by
individual agencies. It also refers to the System of Records at agency level.



Components highlighted with a Yellow star mark on them indicates that these capabilities are currently
available and provided as shared services at WoG level.

4.1 Systems of Engagement layer
This layer represents end user facing applications exposing Government e-Services to G2C,
G2B, and G2G customers that will be developed using the shared technology capabilities shown
in the bottom layers. Some sample applications are shown below.
G2C (Residents, visitors) and G2B (Businesses basing applications):


Mobile One - Unified mobile application providing persona based engagement experiences to
Government customers.

Agency specific mobile service capabilities are developed by respective

individual agencies. At WoG level, MoTC will provide aggregation services to bring these individual agency
services under one mobile application.


gov.qa - Next generation unified web portal providing persona based engagement experiences to
Government customers. Again, aggregation of individual agency services under a unified portal will be
provided by MoTC at WoG level. Agencies will be responsible for developing agency specific digital
services.



Agency websites - Agency specific websites providing digital services



Agency mobile apps – Agency developed mobile apps providing domain specific services



Agency kiosk apps - Agency specific kiosk apps providing services



Analytical Dashboards - Executive Dashboard consolidating performance KPIs measuring effectiveness of
government services delivery. This will be developed by individual agencies for tracking agency digital
services delivery performance. MoTC will build a dashboard to track country wide digital services delivery
performance.

4.2 Services layer
Process services and business services are represented in this layer.


Process services:
o

End-to-end journey processes - choreographing individual service transactions to complete endto-end journey experiences for the customer.

Journey experiences should be primarily

developed by agencies or sectors and in some cases at WoG level by MoTC.
o

Choreography processes – Agency specific choreographed processes using event based
choreography leveraging ‘Event Hub’ capabilities. Event based choreography is recommended
for developing multi-service interactions across agencies. Please refer to ‘microservices design
guidelines’ in the standards section of the document for more details.
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o

Orchestration processes – Agency specific orchestrated processes using simple orchestration
(e.g.: composite services) or complex orchestration (e.g.: leveraging BPM engine capabilities).
Orchestration requires centralized control captured as part of the process flow. These are
primarily used for service interactions within agencies.



Business services –
o

Business service APIs – Agency specific business services exposed as APIs to be consumed by
either the process services or Systems of Engagement.

o

Analytical APIs – Analytical services exposed as APIs to be consumed by Systems of Engagement
(e.g.: Performance dashboard). This includes both business intelligence analytics and advanced
analytics (predictive, optimization). These services will be developed primarily by agencies and
in some cases at WoG level by MoTC.

4.3 Technology Building Blocks layer
This layer provides various technology capabilities that are leveraged to create next generation
applications and services. The shared technology capabilities are provided as Platform as a
Service (PaaS) components and shared applications at WoG level.

4.3.1 Services enablement platform services
This groups the shared capabilities provided as PaaS components by MoTC.

Agency

developers will be able to create instances of PaaS service components (dedicated or shared in
a multi-tenancy mode) and use them in developing their applications.


Microservices platform - Provides the key capabilities required for running and managing microservice
applications including service discovery, load balancing, fault tolerance, end-to-end monitoring and
routing. It leverages the underlying container service orchestration capabilities (e.g.: Kubernetes)
o

Traffic management - Controls the flow of traffic and API calls between services, make calls more
reliable, and make the network more robust in the face of adverse conditions

o

Authentication - Provides strong service-to-service and end-user authentication using mutual
TLS, with built-in identity and credential management

o

Monitoring, Failure recovery, Load balancing - Provides service monitoring capabilities, load
balancing capabilities and recovery services from failures e.g.: circuit breaker

o

Service Registry & Discovery - Provides service registration and discovery capabilities in a
microservices ecosystem



Mobile foundation - Provides mobile backend services such as gateway services, application lifecycle,
Push notification and analytics capabilities. This also includes mobile device management capabilities for
securely managing internal users' devices.
o

Gateway services - Provides integration services between apps and enterprise resources and
back-end systems
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o

App lifecycle management - Manages complete app life cycle services such as UI design, build
services, continuous integration, version mgt., test automation, deployment, release
management, & analytics

o

Backend services - Provides crucial services such as offline synchronization and conflict
resolution, push notifications, geolocation services, authentication and certificate/token
management, and file storage

o

Mobile Device management - Provides secure management of mobile devices; allows
distribution of applications, data and configuration settings and patches for such devices.
Applicable for G2E use cases.



PaaS runtimes - Basic set of programming runtimes and database runtimes that will facilitate polyglot
programming by agencies. e.g.: NodeJS, Java, Cloudant, CouchDB, Graph DB etc.



Orchestration, BPM engine - Provides simple orchestration capabilities as well as complex business
process management capabilities by linking multiple microservices / APIs. Agencies can use this to
develop orchestrated processes.



Event Hub – Provides event routing and brokering services facilitating microservices choreography.
Agencies can use this to develop event based choreography processes.



Rules engine - Middleware component that allows definition and management of business rules and
policies. Agencies can use this to separate business rules from their applications.



DevOps - Services that enable continuous integration, build, test, deploy and monitoring, and
configuration management.

This is an essential component for developing microservices based

applications in an agile manner.


Web Content management – ‘Headless’ Web content management services that are exposed via APIs to
any consuming service delivery channel – web portal, mobile app or kiosk app. ‘Headless’ web content
management system focuses only on creating, storing and managing content, not on how to display the
content. Agencies will use this to create their web content for consumption at both agency specific
Systems of Engagements (SoEs) as well as WoG level unified SoEs.



Analytical tools - Provides business intelligence (BI), data science tools and advanced analytics capabilities
like predictive, optimization analytics modelling, etc. Agencies will leverage this to create analytics
services.
o

Model Building - Analysis and generation of mathematical representations of the system and its
services, including the statistical models used to understand behaviors and patterns.

o

Model Deployment - Deployment of models in an automated fashion, without the need of a
human intervention in moving code or operate the target machine where the code will run.

o

Model Validation - Use of various measures of statistical validity to determine data or model
problems.

o

Big Data Algorithms - Design and development of algorithms to access large amounts of data
from large, cloud based data centers through queries, and derive streaming and real-time
analysis from them.
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o

Statistical Learning - Prediction of business metrics and variables for the future based on historic
data collected from the lower layers and other available.

o

Exploratory Data Analysis - Analysis of data sets through visual and graphical methods to
summarize their main characteristics.

o

Workflow Automation - Development and management of workflows to conduct analytics on
data.

o

Component Registry Management - Registry of information for reusable components of many
types, which are used to build, document and test data mining tools.



Blockchain runtimes – Provides foundational services for building distributed ledger based business
solutions. It includes membership services, ledger, consensus, and smart contract runtime services
o

Membership services - Manages identity, privacy and confidentiality of the blockchain network.
Provides registration, identity management and audit capabilities

o

Ledger management - Manages the shared ledger using a peer-to-peer protocol built on HTTP/2.
The data structures are highly optimized to provide the most efficient hash algorithm for
maintaining replication of the shared ledger

o

Consensus management - Provides an abstraction to different pluggable consensus algorithms
(e.g.: PBFT) used for guaranteeing consistency of transactions executed on the blockchain
network

o

Smart Contract services - Provides a secured and lightweight container hosting a set of signed
base images containing secure OS and smart contract language, runtime and SDK layers for Go,
Java and Node.js



Artificial Intelligence (AI) analytics services - Provides artificial intelligence based insights and human-like
engagement capabilities which leverages undergoing services such as Natural language classifier,
conversation Q&A, text analytics, machine learning, speech to text, etc.
o

Machine Learning - Automatic development of models based on training data as well as backpropagation, or feedback loops enabling the ability to test and retrain the model while processing
production data.

o

Natural language classifier - Classifier service that understands the intent behind text and returns
a corresponding classification, complete with a confidence score; Natural language
understanding service that analyses text to extract meta-data from content such as concepts,
entities, keywords, categories, sentiment, emotion, relations, semantic roles, etc.; Conversation
service

o

Discovery services - Provides cognitive search and content analytics capabilities. It extracts value
from unstructured data by converting, normalizing, enriching it.

o

Speech-to-text services - Provides speech to text conversion and text to speech conversion
services
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o

Vision - Service that understands the contents of images - visual concepts tag the image,
recognize food, find human faces, approximate age and gender, and find similar images in a
collection, etc.



CRM platform – Existing Shared service providing Customer Relationship management / case
management capabilities as a PaaS service enabling agencies to develop CRM / Case management type
applications

4.3.2 Integration services
This includes both the application integration services and the data integration services.


Application Integration – Provides integration services to facilitate information exchanges between
government agencies.

This shared service capability is provided by MoTC at WoG level through the

Government Data Exchange program (GDX). This will be used by agencies to expose information from
their legacy systems and make it accessible through APIs. The Information integration architecture is
further elaborated in the Information Reference model document.
o

Enterprise service bus – Provides SOA-centric mediation, transformation and connectivity
services to legacy systems

o

Services Registry – Provides as a management repository of services exposed through the
platform

o

API management - Enables self-service publish and subscription of APIs by service providers and
consumers.

Provides multiple subscription plans, approval workflows, metering and

monetization capabilities


Data Integration - Integration services providing Extract / Transform / Load (ETL) capabilities, streams
processing and data quality management. This provides the capability to integrate diverse set of data
sources to support analytical use cases. This will be used to ingest big data from sector-level Smart Nation
platforms into National Big data repository (Data Lake).
o

ETL / Batch – Provides ETL / batch based database integration capabilities for both traditional
data warehousing as well as data lakes. This also includes cloud integration capabilities to
integrate with data warehouses hosted on cloud.

o

Data quality management – Provides data cleansing, profiling, traceability, compliance and
monitoring capabilities.

4.3.3 Data services


Data stores - This includes various data repositories required to fulfil the Smart Nation analytics
requirements at the WoG level.




Data lake - It represents the nation-wide big data lake repository capabilities managed by MoTC.
Data warehouse – Provides nation-wide data warehouse and data mart capabilities used for
implementing analytical use cases.
Master data repository - Represents the WoG level master data repository created by Smart Nation
initiative for capturing 360 degree view of Citizen, businesses. Provides master reference data and
meta-data management capabilities
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Data quality management – Provides data cleansing, profiling, traceability, compliance and
monitoring capabilities.

4.3.4 Shared applications and services
This includes the infrastructure applications, platforms and Business applications that are
provided at WoG level for reuse in agency services.

4.3.4.1 Infrastructure applications and platforms
This includes the technical middleware, platform & gateway applications.


Payment Gateway – MoTC provided shared service application facilitating online payment options for
government entities that want to develop e-services that require online payment



SMS Gateway – MoTC provided shared service application that allows government entities to send SMS
notifications to its customers through their various e-services and applications



Geo-spatial engine - Platform (managed by MMUP) providing nation-wide geo-spatial mapping and
satellite imagery as services for developing agency specific geo-spatial applications



National Authentication - MoTC provided shared service that functions as a national identity provider for
all the government online services. It provides secure authentication, digital signing and Single-Sign-On
(SSO) services



Document management – MoTC provided shared service for tracking, storing, managing and archiving
digitized documents. Document driven workflows will also be supported by this component.



Case management – Shared service for creating case workflow based applications. MoTC will provide this
capability.



Open data platform – Will serve as the unified open data platform for publishing and accessing
Government data sets. Open data sets can be published as raw data sets or as open APIs. MoTC will
provide this capability.



Certificate authority - Shared service provided by Ministry of Interior that issues and manages digital
certificates.



Social sentiment analysis – Shared service that will be provided as part of the Qatar Government eparticipation initiative to analyze social media feeds to understand sentiment of citizens and businesses
towards government services.



Directory services - Shared service capability providing directory services (implemented by Microsoft
Active directory). MoTC will provide this capability. It can be used in a federated directory mode or as
standalone directory service.

4.3.4.2 Business applications
This includes package business applications providing generic back-office services. All these
business applications are provided by MoTC at WoG level. Agencies should leverage these
capabilities in a Software as a Service model. As and when new business applications are
provided at WoG level, this list will be further updated.
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Strategy & Portfolio management – Shared service application simplifying development and
implementation of effective government services that are aligned with Government-wide strategy and
agency specific strategic goals



HRMS – Shared service developed to streamline and automate talent management and other HR
processes, including time management and payroll across government agencies



Finance - Shared service to address basic finance management capabilities like accounts payables,
accounts receivables, budgeting, and reporting



Procurement - Shared service providing e-procurement services to government agencies



E-Correspondence – MoTC provided shared service providing all government entities with a secure and
robust system to send and receive their correspondence (official letters) through the government
network. The system also provides the entities with the ability to track receipt of correspondence and to
capture the user who received the correspondence along with the date and time.

4.4 Systems of Records layer
This layer represents the legacy systems, COTS applications, and legacy data stores within
agency boundaries.

Agencies will leverage application integration services to expose

information from systems / data stores in this layer.
Development approach Recommendations:
Government agencies are recommended to follow SOA approach to design their applications to
promote reuse and interoperability. It is ideally suited to providing access to shared information
across Qatar’s Government agencies, since it is less likely to impede desired changes from the
different agencies.
They are also recommended to evaluate the applicability of their applications to follow
microservices architectural approach based on the business considerations specified under
microservices design and implementation guidelines in Appendix 2.
Instructions on how to leverage various technology building blocks to create microservices
based applications and analytical applications are provided in appendix 3.
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5 Standards
In order for GEA to achieve its overall aims, it is imperative that all government agencies involved
in the development of digital services comply with the associated standards.
The usage (compliance) information for a standard is essential to provide guidance and context
about the standard for users of the standards.

5.1 Compliance with the standards
5.1.1 Usage areas of the standards
Compliance levels for standards are defined for services depending on their usage area. Three
usage areas have been defined for the Government of Qatar. These are as follows:
 external to Government
- digital services that are consumed externally to Government
 across Government
- digital services that are consumed internally across Government
 internal to agencies
- digital services that are only consumed within a certain agency
These three usage areas provide coverage across all digital services within the Qatar
Government. Most standards will not have a single compliance level across all usage areas;
rather they will have varying compliance requirements for digital services provided within each
different usage area. Hence the usage areas enable Qatar Government to provide pragmatic
guidance on the adoption and compliance with the standards across the government.

5.1.2 Level of compliance
Compliance levels for standards across each of the three usage areas listed
above are defined as one of:


mandatory
- the standard must always be followed
- non-compliance will have a severely negative impact on GEA benefits
- non-compliance is not acceptable



recommended
- the standard should be followed
- non-compliance will have a negative impact on GEA benefits
- non-compliance should be reviewed / justified
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optional
- the standard is generally preferred
- non-compliance will have a low or negligible impact on GEA benefits
- non-compliance is acceptable

5.2 IT industry lifecycle status for standards
To help guide users of the GEA, each standard has also defined an indication of its lifecycle
status within the IT industry.
In situations where there are acceptable alternative standards, the use of the IT lifecycle status
will help guide digital service developers to judge which standard is most appropriate for their
requirements.
The IT industry lifecycle status applies the following adoption scale:


emerging
- the standard has been defined by an industry body
- however, there are relatively few products shipping supporting the standard
- the large vendors have not yet adopted the standard



mature
- the standard is generally preferred within the industry
- large vendors support the standard



declining
- the standard is being replaced by a different standard
- large vendors are moving away from the standard

5.3 Systems of Engagement component standards
5.3.1 Web portal
The websites and online services of each Government Agency carries their own unique designs,
layouts, interfaces and navigation architecture. This different “look and feel” can be confusing
and difficult for the public as they would have to re-orientate themselves when they visit each
government website. Standardization and uniformity is needed to ensure that government
agencies’ websites and services are public centric and user friendly.
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In order to ensure that government websites are easy for the public to access and provide a
more consistent experience when navigating across different government websites, the
Government Website and e-Services Framework has been developed to define a set of both
standards and best practice guidelines for the overall design of government websites and eServices.
Agencies are required to follow the guidelines specified in the ‘Government Website and eServices Framework’ document by following this link.
http://www.motc.gov.qa/en/documents/document/government-website-and-e-servicesframework

5.3.1.1 Web page content and presentation style
compliance for services
standard
Cascading
(CSS)

external
to across
Government Government
Style

Sheet

mandatory

internal
agencies

IT
standard
to lifecycle
status

recommended recommended mature

CSS is a style sheet language used to describe the presentation of a document written in a
mark-up language. It allows authors and users to attach style (e.g. fonts and spacing) to
structured documents (e.g. HTML documents and XML applications). It’s most common
application is to style web pages written in HTML and XHTML, but the language can be applied
to any kind of XML document, including SVG and XUL.
CSS has various levels and profiles. Each level of CSS builds upon the last, typically adding
new features. Levels are typically denoted as CSS1, CSS2, and CSS3. Profiles are typically a
subset of one or more levels of CSS built for a particular device or user interface. Currently
there are profiles for mobile devices, printers, and television sets. Profiles should not be
confused with media types which were added in CSS2.
CSS is used by both the authors and readers of web pages to define colors, fonts, layout, and
other aspects of document presentation. It is designed primarily to enable the separation of
document content (written in HTML or a similar markup language) from document presentation
(written in CSS).
This separation can improve content accessibility, provide more flexibility and control in the
specification of presentational characteristics, and reduce complexity and repetition in the
structural content. CSS can also allow the same markup page to be presented in different styles
for different rendering methods, such as on-screen, in print, by voice (when read out by a
speech-based browser or screen reader) and on Braille-based, tactile devices.
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For further details on CSS, interested readers should consult this link:
https://www.w3schools.com/w3css/w3css_versions.asp

compliance for services
standard

external
to across
Government Government

Hypertext Mark-up Language
mandatory
(HTML)

internal
agencies

recommended optional

IT
standard
to lifecycle
status
mature

HTML is the predominant markup language for the creation of web pages. It provides a means
to describe the structure of text-based information in a document - by denoting certain text as
headings, paragraphs, lists, and so on - and to supplement that text with interactive forms,
embedded images, and other objects.
HTML5 Recommendation represents a milestone in the development of HTML but far from
being the end of the road and improvements are already well under way. It is possible that future
versions will no longer be published as a monolithic specification but rather as a set of smaller
modules.
For further information about the standard, interested readers can follow this link:
https://www.w3.org/TR/html/

compliance for services
standard

external to across
Government Government

Extensible Hypertext Mark-up
mandatory
Language (XHTML)

internal
agencies

recommended optional

IT standard
to lifecycle
status
mature

XHTML is a markup language that has the same depth of expression as HTML, but a stricter
syntax. HTML is an application of standard generalized markup language (SGML), a very
flexible markup language. XHTML, on the other hand, is an application of XML, a more
restrictive subset of SGML.
Since they need to be well-formed, XHTML documents allow for automated processing to be
performed using a standard XML library. HTML, by contrast, requires a relatively complex,
lenient parser - generally a custom parser (though an SGML parser library could possibly be
used). XHTML can be thought of as the intersection of HTML and XML in many respects, since
it is a reformulation of HTML in XML.
XHTML is the successor to HTML, and so many people imagine XHTML to be the current or
latest version of HTML. However, XHTML is a separate recommendation; the W3C continues
to recommend the use of XHTML and HTML for web publishing.
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For further information about the standard, interested readers can follow this link:
https://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml2/

5.3.1.2 Portlet component for aggregation in a web portal
compliance for services
standard

external
to across
Government Government

Java Specification Request
mandatory
(JSR) 286

mandatory

internal
agencies
optional

IT
standard
to lifecycle
status
mature

The Java portlet specification defines a contract between the portlet container and portlets, and
provides a convenient programming model for portlet developers. The Java Portlet Specification
was developed under the Java Community Process as JSR 286.
Portlets are web-based components managed by portlet containers that supply dynamic
content. Portals employ portlets as pluggable user-interface components - a presentation layer
- for information systems. The Java portlet specification achieves interoperability among portlets
and portals by defining the APIs for portlets and by standardizing the rules for preferences, user
data, portlet requests and responses, deployment, packaging, and security.
In the simplest terms, JSR 286 is a technology-specific (Java) portlet API designed to enable
interoperability between Java portlets and Java portlet containers. These portlets are "local" to
the container in which they are managed.
For further information about the standard, interested readers can follow this link:
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/jsr286-141866.html

5.3.1.3 Web services standard to access and display portlets
compliance for services
standard

external
to across
Government Government

Web Services for Remote
mandatory
Portlet (WSRP)

mandatory

internal
agencies
optional

IT
standard
to lifecycle
status
mature

WSRP is a standard for content aggregators, such as web portals, to access and display content
sources (i.e. portlets) that are hosted on a remote server. WSRP is a technology-neutral protocol
designed for accessing remote portlets in a standard manner. The WSRP specification defines
a web-service interface for interacting with interactive presentation-oriented web services.
Initial work was produced through the joint efforts of two OASIS technical committees: those
responsible for web services for interactive applications (WSIA) and for remote portlets (WSRP).
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WSRP v1 provided a base platform for interoperable publishing and consumption of remote
portlets. WSRP is extending that platform to provide cross-portlet coordination, among other
features. This extension addresses additional use cases related to the WSRP consumer
integrating multiple content sources, regardless of whether they are local or remote, into a new
web application. WSRP is a technology-neutral protocol designed for accessing remote portlets
in a standard manner.
For further information about the standard, interested readers can follow this link:
http://docs.oasis-open.org/wsrp/v2/wsrp-2.0-spec.html

5.3.1.4 Querying and modifying directory services
compliance for services
Standard

external
to across
Government Government

Lightweight Directory Access
mandatory
Protocol (LDAP)

mandatory

internal
agencies

IT
standard
to lifecycle
status

mandatory

mature

LDAP is an application protocol for querying and modifying directory services running over
TCP/IP. LDAP is based on the X.500 standard, but is significantly simpler and more readily
adapted to meet custom needs.
A directory is a set of information with similar attributes organized in a logical and hierarchical
manner. An LDAP directory often reflects various political, geographic, and or organizational
boundaries, depending on the model chosen.
LDAP deployments tend to use domain name system (DNS) names for structuring the topmost
levels of the hierarchy. Deeper inside the directory might appear entries representing people,
organizational units, printers, documents, groups of people or anything else which represents a
given tree entry (or multiple entries).
LDAP is not limited to contact information, or even information about people. LDAP is used to
look up encryption certificates, pointers to printers and other services on a network, and provide
"single sign-on" where one password for a user is shared between many services. LDAP is
appropriate for any kind of directory-like information, where fast lookups and less-frequent
updates are the norm.
LDAP does not define how programs work on either the client or server side. It defines the
"language" used for client programs to talk to servers (and servers to servers). On the client
side, a client may be an email program, a printer browser, or an address book. The server may
speak only LDAP, or have other methods of sending and receiving data.
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LDAP also defines permissions, set by the administrator to allow only certain people to access
the LDAP database, and optionally keep certain data private.
For further information about the standard, interested readers can follow this link:
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc4511

5.3.1.5 Format for text translators
compliance for services
Standard

external

to across

Government
XML Localization File Format
(XLIFF)

Government

IT
internal
agencies

standard

to lifecycle
status

recommended recommended recommended emerging

XLIFF is an XML-based format that enables translators to concentrate on the text to be
translated. Likewise, since it's a standard, manipulating XLIFF files makes localization
engineering easier: once you have converters written for your source file formats, you can
simply write new tools to deal with XLIFF and not worry about the original file format.
It also supports a full localization process by providing tags and attributes for review comments,
the translation status of individual strings, and metrics such as word counts of the source
sentences.
The XLIFF format aims to:


separate localizable text from formatting



enable multiple tools to work on source strings and add to the data about the string



store information that is helpful in supporting a localization process

For further information about the standard, interested readers can follow this link:
http://docs.oasis-open.org/xliff/xliff-core/v2.0/os/xliff-core-v2.0-os.html
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5.3.1.6 Encoding for Arabic characters
compliance for services

IT
standard
to lifecycle
status

Standard

external
to across
Government Government

internal
agencies

Unicode

mandatory

recommended mature

mandatory

The Unicode Standard covers almost all the characters, punctuations, and symbols in the world.
Unicode enables processing, storage, and transport of text independent of platform and
language. The default character encoding in HTML-5 is UTF-8. The Unicode Consortium
developed the Unicode Standard because the character sets in ISO-8859 was limited in size.
As of Unicode, the Arabic script is contained in the following blocks:


Arabic (0600–06FF, 255 characters)



Arabic Supplement (0750–077F, 48 characters)



Arabic Extended-A (08A0–08FF, 73 characters)



Arabic Presentation Forms-A (FB50–FDFF, 611 characters)



Arabic Presentation Forms-B (FE70–FEFF, 141 characters)



Rumi Numeral Symbols (10E60–10E7F, 31 characters)



Arabic Mathematical Alphabetic Symbols (1EE00—1EEFF, 143 characters)

For further information about the standard, interested readers can follow this link:
http://www.unicode.org/versions/Unicode10.0.0/ch09.pdf#G37489

5.3.1.7 Web feed format
compliance for services
standard
Really
(RSS)

Simple

external
to across
Government Government
Syndication

internal
agencies

IT
standard
to lifecycle
status

recommended recommended recommended mature

RSS is a family of web feed formats used to publish frequently updated digital content, such as
blogs, news feeds or podcasts.
Users of RSS content use programs called feed "readers" or "aggregators". The user subscribes
to a feed by supplying to his or her reader a link to the feed; the reader can then check the
user's subscribed feeds to see if any of those feeds have new content since the last time it
checked, and if so, retrieve that content and present it to the user.
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RSS formats are specified in XML. Anything that can be broken down into discrete items can
be syndicated via RSS: the "recent changes" page of a wiki, a change log of CVS check-ins,
even the revision history of a book. Once information about each item is in RSS format, an RSSaware program can check the feed for changes and react to the changes in an appropriate way.
For further information about the standard, interested readers can follow this link:
https://cyber.harvard.edu/rss/rss.html

compliance for services
Standard

external
to across
Government Government

internal
agencies

Atom Syndication Format

optional

optional

optional

IT
standard
to lifecycle
status
emerging

The name Atom applies to a pair of related standards. The Atom Syndication Format is an XML
language used for web feeds, while the Atom Publishing Protocol (APP) is a simple HTTPbased protocol for creating and updating Web resources.
Web feeds allow software programs to check for updates published on a web site. To provide
a web feed, a site owner may use specialized software that publishes a list (or "feed") of recent
articles or content in a standardized, machine-readable format. The feed can then be
downloaded by web sites that syndicate content from the feed, or by feed reader programs that
allow Internet users to subscribe to feeds and view their content.
A feed contains entries, which may be headlines, full-text articles, excerpts, summaries,
and/or links to content on a web site, along with various metadata.
For further information about the standard, interested readers can follow this link:
http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc4287
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5.3.2 Voice server
5.3.2.1 Web page voice communication
compliance for services

IT
standard
to lifecycle
status

standard

external
to across
Government Government

internal
agencies

VoiceXML (VXML)

mandatory

recommended mature

mandatory

VXML enables web based applications to communicate with voice processing systems.
Interactive Voice Response (IVR) and advanced speech applications evolve into a logical
browser that gives users access to Web-based information via any voice-capable device, such
as a telephone. VXML provides basic call control features.
For further information about the standard, interested readers can follow this link:
https://www.w3.org/TR/voicexml30/

compliance for services

IT
standard
to lifecycle
status

standard

external
to across
Government Government

XML+VXML (X+V)

recommended recommended recommended mature

internal
agencies

X+V is a web markup language that is comprised of voice and visual elements used for
developing multimodal applications.
The XHTML+Voice profile brings spoken interaction to standard web content. It integrates the
mature XHTML and XML-Events technologies with XML vocabularies developed as part of the
W3C Speech Interface Framework.
The profile includes voice modules that support speech synthesis, speech dialogs, command
and control, and speech grammar protocols.
Voice handlers can be attached to XHTML elements and respond to specific Document Object
Model (DOM) events, thereby reusing the event model familiar to web developers.
Voice interaction features are integrated with XHTML and CSS and can consequently be used
directly within XHTML content.
For further information about the standard, interested readers can follow this link:
http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml+voice/
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compliance for services
standard

external
to across
Government Government

internal
agencies

IT
standard
to lifecycle
status

Call Control Extensible Markrecommended recommended recommended mature
up Language (CCXML)

CCXML is an XML standard designed to provide telephony support to VXML. Whereas VXML
is designed to provide a Voice User Interface (VUI) to a voice browser, CCXML is designed to
inform the voice browser how to handle the telephony control of the voice channel. The two
XML applications are wholly separate and one can be implemented without the other.
CCXML is a W3C standard markup language for controlling how phone calls are made and
managed, using the following features:


routing: this routes calls to the next available line in a group; or uses find me/follow me
capability to track a person down at multiple possible locations



bridging: connects a call between two line sections



outbound calling: initiates a call and starts one or more VXML dialogs once a connection
is established



selective call answering: decides whether or not to answer a call based upon caller
information



conferencing: allows multiple participants to join a phone conference



coaching: allows a third party to connect to a call, but only have one of the participants
hear what the third party says



dialog execution: new instances of VXML interpreters can be created and destroyed at
will.

For further information about the standard, interested readers can follow this link:
http://www.w3.org/TR/ccxml/
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compliance for services
standard

external to
Government

Media Resource Control
Protocol (MRCP)

across
Government

internal to
agencies

IT standard
lifecycle
status

recommended recommended recommended

mature

MRCP is a communication protocol which allows speech servers to provide various speech
services (such as speech recognition and speech synthesis) to its clients. Typically, this means
the server software will be running on one computer and clients can send MRCP messages to
the server over a network.
For further information about the standard, interested readers can follow this link:
http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc4463.txt

5.3.3 Mobile services
Worldwide, Governments are using mobile technology to deliver services that will keep up with
the changing habits and expectations of people. Mobile is not just another delivery channel or a
little computer, mobile opens up new ways for government to interact with the public.
Government agencies around the world are expanding their digital platforms to create apporiented content custom-tailored for smartphones and tablets. It's no longer sufficient for
agencies simply to post policy or regulatory decisions, data and other information on a static
website.
The Qatar Digital Government strategy recognizes the far reaching potential of mobile
technology to increase public sector and national efficiency through enabling more convenient,
easy-to-use services, improving productivity and facilitating open engagement with its people,
communities and businesses. Mobile government services create opportunities to bridge the
digital divide, increases transparency, and encourages public participation. Developing mobile
applications extends access channels and increases convenience for users.
Government Mobile Services Framework document has been specifically prepared to assist
Government agencies in the design and deployment of mobile services based on international
best practices and standards.
Please refer to the guidelines and standards provided in the document – << link to be updated
with URL to the published document location >>
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5.4 Services layer standards
5.4.1 Business process management

compliance for services
standard

external
to across
Government Government

Web
Services
Business
Process Execution Language mandatory
(WS-BPEL)

mandatory

internal
agencies

IT
standard
to lifecycle
status

recommended emerging

Business processes can be described in two ways. Executable business processes model
actual behaviour of a participant in a business interaction. Abstract business processes are
partially specified processes that are not intended to be executed. An Abstract Process may
hide some of the required concrete operational details. Abstract Processes serve a descriptive
role, with more than one possible use case, including observable behaviour and process
template. WS-BPEL is meant to be used to model the behaviour of both Executable and
Abstract Processes.

WS-BPEL provides a language for the specification of Executable and Abstract business
processes. By doing so, it extends the Web Services interaction model and enables it to support
business transactions. WS-BPEL defines an interoperable integration model that should
facilitate the expansion of automated process integration in both the intra-corporate and the
business-to-business spaces.
For further information about the standard, interested readers can follow this link:
http://docs.oasis-open.org/wsbpel/2.0/OS/wsbpel-v2.0-OS.html

5.4.2 Microservices
Application architecture patterns are changing in the era of cloud computing. A convergence of
factors has led to the concept of “cloud native” applications:
•

The general availability of cloud computing platforms

•

Advancements in virtualization technologies

•

The emergence of agile and DevOps practices as organizations looked to streamline and

shorten their release cycles
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To best take advantage of the flexibility of cloud platforms, cloud native applications are
composed of smaller, independent, self-contained pieces that are called microservices.
To successfully adopt microservices, agencies must understand and make deliberate decisions
that impact how an individual agency approaches this new style of application development.
This design guide is provided to give an overview of the key decisions and design principles
agencies that needs to be followed both from business and technology perspective.
Please refer to Appendix 2 for guidelines for design and implementation guidelines for
developing microservices based applications.
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6 Application Reference Taxonomy

Figure 2 - Application Taxonomy
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The application reference taxonomy constitutes of two application domains, which are divided
into application areas and categories. The categories color coded in Blue denote the focus areas
for WoG and good candidates for shared service applications delivered by MoTC. Rest of the
functional areas (color coded in white) are individual agency specific focus areas.
This section will explain both application domains and their categories.

6.1 Business Applications

Figure 3 - Business Applications Domain
Name

Description
Includes both common purpose business applications within government

1 Business Applications

and also specialist business applications that are unique to a particular
agency domain

1.1 Corporate

Includes internal facing applications that support the back-office

Applications

management activities such as HR, payroll and finances
Includes Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) that is a business
management software; usually a suite of integrated applications, that an

1.1.1 Enterprise Resource

organisation can use to collect, store, manage and interpret data from

Plan

many business activities. In the past ERP solutions focused on back office
functions but modern solutions often include some key front office
functions as well
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Includes applications, software or services that support corporate

1.1.2 Corporate
Governance and Strategy

governance functions. Corporate governance broadly refers to the
mechanisms, processes and relations by which corporations are
controlled and directed. Governance structures identify the distribution of
rights and responsibilities among different participants in the corporation
Includes software or services to support Business intelligence (BI). It

1.1.3 Business

includes techniques and tools for the transformation of data and

Intelligence and Analytics

information into meaningful and useful information and knowledge for
business analysis purposes

1.1.4 Business Continuity

Includes software or services to support the business continuity. This
includes Health and Safety Management and Disaster Management

1.1.5 Unified
communications and

Includes software and/or services that support unified communications

collaboration

and collaboration
Includes software and/or services that support Enterprise Content

1.1.6 Enterprise Content
Management

Management (ECM). ECM is an umbrella term covering document
management, web content management, search, collaboration, records
management, Digital Asset Management (DAM), workflow management,
capture, and scanning

1.2 Common Business

Includes customer facing applications that support the service delivery to

Applications

the right person in the right time with the required quality

1.2.1 Service

Includes software and/or services that facilitate the creation and

Management

maintenance of products and services

1.2.2 Marketing

1.2.3 Customer
Relationship
Management

1.2.4 Partner
Relationship
Management

Includes software and/or services to facilitate marketing and promotion of
products and services
Includes software and/or services to support customer relationship
management (CRM). Software used to plan, schedule, and control the
activities between the customer and the enterprise, both before and after
a product or service is offered
Includes software and/or services that support the effective collaboration
between an organisation and its business partners, providers, particularly
members of the distribution chain (e.g. channel and alliance partners,
resellers, agents, brokers and dealers) and other third parties that support
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operations and service delivery to an organisation’s customers; includes
performance evaluation of partners, if necessary
Includes software and/or services that support activities associated with
providing an agency’s customers with information regarding the agency’s

1.2.5 Services

service offerings and managing the interactions and relationships with

Application

those customers. These tools can also be used by partners involved in
providing services to customers

1.2.6 Grants

Includes software that supports grants management, where a grant of

Management

money is made to an organisation or individual for a specific purpose

1.2.7

Emergency

Management

Includes software providing emergency and disaster management
capabilities
Includes unique business applications used to support specific functions
within that agency, or could be a unique application supporting multiple

1.3 Specialist Line of

agencies, for example within a sector such as health.

Business Applications

Example applications are: Traffic management system in Transportation
agency (MoTC); Medical Fitness Information system in Ministry of Public
Health
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6.2 Infrastructure Applications and Platforms

Figure 4 - Infrastructure Applications & Platforms Domain

Name

Description

2 Infrastructure

Includes software systems providing general-purpose functionality that

Applications &

support the building of business applications.

Platforms

middleware components and platform services

2.1 Data Management

They typically include

Includes the management of data that can be defined independently of the
processes that create or use it
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Includes services that allow data administrators and information engineers
2.1.1 Data

to access and modify data about data (i.e., metadata). Such data may

Dictionary/Repository

include internal and external formats, integrity and security rules, and
location within a distributed system
Includes services that provide controlled access to structured data. To

2.1.2 Database

manage the data, the DBMS provides concurrency control and facilities to

Management System

combine data from different schemas. This includes both relational and
non-SQL database management systems

2.1.3 File Management

Includes services that provide data management through file access
methods including indexed sequential (ISAM) and hashed random access
Includes security services that are necessary to protect sensitive

2.2 Security Services

information in the information system. The appropriate level of protection
is determined based upon the value of the information to the business area
end users and the perception of threats to it
Includes services that provide:
- Identification, accountability, and audit of users and their actions

2.2.1 Identification and

- Authentication and account data

authentication

- Protection of authentication data
- Active user status information
- Password authentication mechanisms
Includes services that provide:
- Warning to unauthorized users that the system is security-aware

2.2.2 System entry
control

- Authentication of users
- Information, displayed on entry, about previous successful and
unsuccessful login attempts
- User-initiated locking of a session preventing further access until the
user has been re-authenticated
Includes services that provide authorized control and protection of the

2.2.3 Audit

audit trail, recording of detailed information security-relevant events, and
audit trail control, management, and inspection
Includes services that provide:
- Access control attributes for subjects (such as processes) and objects

2.2.4 Access Control

(such as files)
- Enforcement of rules for assignment and modification of access control
attributes
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- Enforcement of access controls
- Control of object creation and deletion, including ensuring that re-use of
objects does not allow subjects to accidentally gain access to information
previously held in the object

2.2.5 Non-repudiation

Includes services that provide proof that a user carried out an action, or
sent or received some information, at a particular time
Includes services that provide secure system set-up and initialization,

2.2.6 Security

control of security policy parameters, management of user registration

management

data, and system resources and restrictions on the use of administrative
functions

2.2.7 Trusted recovery

Includes services that provide recovery facilities such as restoring from
backups in ways that do not compromise security protection
Includes services that provide ways of encoding data such that it can only
be read by someone who possesses an appropriate key, or some other

2.2.8 Encryption

piece of secret information. As well as providing data confidentiality for
trusted communication, encryption services are used to underpin many
other services including identification and authentication, system entry
control, and access control services
Includes services that provide:
- A secure way for communicating parties to authenticate themselves to
each other without the risk of an eavesdropper subsequently
masquerading as one of the parties

2.2.9 Trusted
communication

- A secure way of generating and verifying check values for data integrity
- Data encipherment and decipherment for confidentiality and other
purposes
- A way to produce an irreversible hash of data for support of digital
signature and non-repudiation functions
- Generation, derivation, distribution, storage, retrieval, and deletion of
cryptographic keys

2.3 Integration Services

2.3.1 Integration

Includes the collection of software and services that support how agencies
will interface and integrate both internally and externally
Includes defining the software services enabling elements of distributed
business applications to interoperate.
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2.3.2 Data Exchange and

Includes data interoperability defines the software and or services for

Interchange

sharing data and services across disparate systems and vendors

2.3.3 Interfaces

2.3.4 Gateway

2.4 Network Services

Includes software or services supporting the communicating, transporting
and exchanging information through a common dialog or method
Includes software and or services used for information-layer gateways and
automated electronic interfaces between networks or systems
Includes providing support for distributed applications that require data
access in heterogeneous or homogeneous networked environments
Includes interfaces and protocols for reliable, transparent, end-to-end data
transmission across communications networks. Data communications

2.4.1 Data

services include both high-level functions (such as file transfer, remote

communications

login, remote process execution, or PC integration services) and low-level
functions (such as a sockets API) giving direct access to communications
protocols
Includes the capability to send, receive, forward, store, display, retrieve,
prioritize, authenticate, and manage messages. This includes the
capability to append files and documents to messages. Messages may
include any combination of data, text, audio, graphics, and images and

2.4.2 Electronic mail

should be capable of being formatted into standard data interchange
formats. This service includes the use of directories and distribution lists
for routing information, the ability to assign priorities, the use of preformatted electronic forms, and the capability to trace the status of
messages
Includes services that provide access to, and modification of,

2.4.3 Distributed data

data/metadata in remote or local databases. In a distributed environment,
data not available on the local database is fetched from a remote data
server at the request of the local client
Includes services that provide for transparent remote file access.
Applications have equivalent access to data regardless of the data's

2.4.4 Distributed file

physical location. Ancillary services for this function can include
transparent addressing, cached data, data replication, file locking, and file
logging

2.4.5 Distributed name

Includes services that provide a means for unique identification of
resources within a distributed computing system. These services are
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available to applications within the network and provide information that
can include resource name, associated attributes, physical location, and
resource functionality

2.4.6 Distributed Time

Includes services that provide synchronized time co-ordination as required
among distributed processes in different time zones
Includes services that provide the means for dispersed applications to

2.4.7 Remote Process

communicate across a computer network. These services facilitate
program-to-program communications regardless of their distributed nature
or operation on heterogeneous platforms

2.4.8 Remote Print

Includes services that provide the means for printing output remotely. The

Spooling and Output

services include management of remote printing including printer and

Distribution

media selection, use of forms, security, and print queue management

2.5 ICT Services and

Includes software and services for development, operational management

Tools

and maintenance of applications
Includes software and/or services that allow organisations to abstract

2.5.1 ICT Business

business processes from technology infrastructure and support the

Process Management

managerial approach through enabling technology, bridging organisational

Tools

and technology silos. Includes Business process engines, simulators,
modellers, etc.
Includes ICT components that can be used to make new business

2.5.2 ICT Components

applications and services or are used in business processes. Includes
application servers, rules engines, personalization services, service / API
management components, etc.

2.5.3 ICT Development
Tools

Includes software and or services that form development environments
and related tools.

Includes development frameworks, IDEs, SDKs,

Configuration management, DevOps tools, etc.
Includes ICT management tools that support the day to day operations and

2.5.4 ICT Management

management of ICT. It includes tools enabling the ICT support

Tools

organisation to quickly resolve or escalate issues and problems, improve
root cause isolation, and provide higher levels of business user satisfaction
Includes the cloud services area that contains a range of ICT services that

2.5.5 Cloud Services

are provided externally to the agency such as cloud service and XaaS (X
as a Service)
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Includes the end user computing application domain, which brings
2.6 End User

together the various applications and ICT services needed to support a

Computing

range of end user computing devices, from traditional PC's through to
smart phones and tablets and personalisation services

2.6.1 End User Device
Management

Includes software and/or services that control the hardware and software
environments, as well as documents of end users (individuals and or
organisations)
Includes end user tools that consist of all of the utility applications that are

2.6.2 End User Tools

available for use by the users of the Standard Operating Environment
(SOE)

2.6.3 Mobile Applications

2.6.4 User Experience

2.7 Platforms

2.7.1 Mobile foundation

2.7.2 Blockchain platform

2.7.3 IoT platform

2.7.4 Big data platform

Includes mobile applications that are deployed on mobile devices such as
smart phones and tablets
Includes software and/or services that supports visualisation based on
user experience
Includes platform services that provide development of business
applications
Includes foundational capabilities required for building mobile applications
Includes platform capabilities like shared ledger fabric, certificate authority
services required for building Blockchain applications
Includes IoT device data acquisition, aggregation, storage and analytics of
IoT data
Includes big data lake management, data science tools and advanced
analytics tools for big data management

2.7.5 Microservices
platform

Platform services required for building and managing microservices
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7 How to use the reference model?
7.1 Determine the correct technologies to meet a well understood
business need
By using ARM along with other reference models like performance management perspective of
BRM and IRM, agencies can identify the right technology building blocks to use for a specific
business need. By using the same taxonomies to map both project needs of a business service
(BRM) and existing software components (ARM) that make up the solution, extensive and
comprehensive information can be searched easily to identify proven software components
required to build a particular type of solution. Then the solution team can explore if the software
component is available as a shared service or best practices and standards that can be
leveraged while implementing the software component.

7.2 Determine potential candidates for shared application services
MoTC can analyse widely used application components used for constructing business solutions
across the government and evaluate if that application component can be provided as a shared
service for government agencies. They can also look at bringing the licences for the application
component under Government Framework agreement.
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8 Appendix 1: How can agencies create applications

catalogue and service – Information – Application mapping
matrix?
This section provides guidelines to individual government agencies on how they can build
1.

agency specific applications catalogues aligned to the ARM taxonomy

2.

matrix capturing relationships between Business Services and Applications as well as Information entities
and applications.

These instructions are targeted for agency Enterprise architects.

Basic understanding of

Archimate 3.0 notation standards and Archi tool usage is required.
Disclaimer: In this document, ‘Archi’ – an open source Enterprise Architecture (EA) modelling
tool based on Archimate 3.0 is used to demonstrate the agency specific catalogue and matrix
creation. However, Qatar Government may procure an EA modelling tool that is based on
Archimate 3.0 notation standards. Agencies are expected to use the instructions specified in
this document as a guidance and follow EA tool specific instructions while creating respective
artefacts. Artefacts created using Archi tooling can also be imported into any archimate 3.0
compliant EA tool.

8.1 Agency specific application catalogue creation
This section provides step by step instructions on how to create application catalogue aligned
with the Application Reference taxonomy using Archi tool.

8.1.1 Create list of Agency’s applications
1.

Open the ‘Qatar GEA.archimate’ file using Archi tool.

2.

You will see the reference models as shown below in the tool.
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3.

Expand the folder structure Application -> Catalogue -> and create a new folder for capturing portfolio of
applications managed by agency. Let’s call it ‘Agency A applications’

4.

Start creating agency managed applications under this folder by right clicking on the new folder ‘Agency
A applications -> New -> Application Service.

5.

Give the new application a name, documentation (descriptive text). It is advisable to provide a numerical
or alpha numerical identifier as part of the application name. e.g.: A 1.1 Case management system. Click
on Properties tab and add the following custom properties - Agency: Name of the agency.
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6.

Repeat steps 4-5 until you have defined all the applications that are part of agency’s application portfolio.

8.1.2 Categorize agency applications as per the application reference taxonomy
Categorization is done by creating ‘association’ relationship between agency applications and
the application reference taxonomy categories. Step by step instructions are provided below.
1.

Navigate to the folder Views -> Taxonomy and right click on ‘Application Taxonomy’ and select ‘Duplicate’.
A copy of the view is created. Move the newly created copy to the taxonomy to Views -> Catalogue folder
and rename it to ‘Agency A applications catalogue’.

2.

Open the newly created view. Navigate to Application -> Catalogue -> Agency A applications and drag and
drop all the applications from the folder to the newly created view.
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3.

Next step is to establish relationships between the agency application and the taxonomy category. On
the right side Palette, select the magic marker (1st icon). Click on the source entity - agency application
(e.g.: 1.1 Case management application) - and then the target entity – taxonomy category that closely
matches as a categorization for the application (e.g.: in this case 1.2.3 Customer Relationship
Management). The magic marker will prompt you to select a relationship type. Choose ‘associated to’.
A relationship is automatically established between the two entities.

4.

Repeat step 3 until you complete mapping all the applications to appropriate taxonomy categories.
This completes the agency specific application catalogue creation.

You may rearrange, the services and taxonomy categories to better organize the catalogue
visually. You may also remove unwanted taxonomy elements from the view by selecting
‘Delete from View’ option. Caution: Do not select ‘Delete from Model’ as it will remove the
element from the whole GEA model. ‘Delete from View’ will remove the element only from
that particular view.

8.1.3 Create Business service – Information - Application matrix
1.

Navigate to Views -> Matrices and create ‘Agency A Service – Information - Application matrix’ view.

2.

Drag all the e-government services delivered by Agency A from Business -> Catalogues -> Agency A
services in to the new view.
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3.

Drag all the Information assets owned by Agency A from Business -> Catalogues -> Agency A Information
assets in to the new view.

4.

You will see that the already established relationships between business services and information assets
are shown in the diagram.

5.

Drag all the Applications owned by Agency A from Application -> Catalogues -> Agency A applications in
to the new view.

6.

Using the magic marker from the palette, click on a business service (A2.1 Apply for Permit) and the
application component that realizes the business service (e.g.: A1.1 Case management system). Select
‘Realized by’ as the relationship type. You should see a relationship like the one shown below
established.

7.

Repeat step 6 until you have mapped all the business services to applications that realize the business
service functionality.

8.

Using the magic marker from the palette, Click on an Information asset (e.g.: A4.1 Commercial Permit)
and an application component (e.g.: A12.2 RDBMS). Select ‘Associated to’ as the relationship type. You
should see a relationship like the one shown below established.
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9.

Repeat step 8 until you mapped all the Information assets to associated application components.

This completes the Agency’s Business Service – Information asset – Application matrix.
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9 Appendix 2: Microservices design and implementation

guidelines
Microservices is an architecture style, in which large complex software applications are
composed of one or more services. Microservice can be deployed independently of one another
and are loosely coupled. Each of these microservices focuses on completing one task only and
does that one task really well. In all cases, that one task represents a small business capability.
Figure 1 shows a sample application using microservices.

Figure 5 - A sample application using microservices
Also, microservices can be developed in any programming language. They communicate with
each other using language-neutral application programming interfaces (APIs) such as
Representational State Transfer (REST). Microservices also have a bounded context. They
don’t need to know anything about underlying implementation or architecture of other
microservices. Key characteristics of microservices are:


Small and focused: Microservices need to focus on a unit of work, and as such they are small. There are
no rules on how small a microservice must be. Granularity should be determined based on business needs



Loosely coupled: Loose coupling is an absolutely essential characteristic of microservices. You need to be
able to deploy a single microservice on its own. There must be zero coordination necessary for the
deployment with other microservices. This loose coupling enables frequent and rapid deployments,
therefore getting much-needed features and capabilities to the consumers



Language-neutral: Microservices need to be built using the programming language and technology that
makes the most sense for the task at hand. Microservices are composed together to form a complex
application, and they do not need to be written using the same programming language. Communication
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with microservices is through language-neutral APIs, typically a Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP)-based
resource API, such as REST.


Bounded context: A particular microservice does not “know” anything about underlying implementation
of other microservices surrounding it. If for whatever reason a microservice needs to know anything
about another microservice (for example, what it does or how it needs to be called), you do not have a
bounded context.

9.1 Guidelines
This section captures the microservices design guidelines across various topics described
earlier.

9.1.1 Business considerations
Before choosing a microservices-based application development strategy, agencies must first
make the necessary business-level decisions to ensure the long-term success of their projects.
They can use the following guidelines to help them prepare for the new development approach
and also to analyze the candidate applications or services for microservices architectural style
adoption.

Agencies need to invest in new development and operations (DevOps) tooling and disciplines
New devOps disciplines require tools that are largely centered on continuous delivery and
automation, which allows for quick iterations, low-risk experimentation, continuous feedback,
and continuous improvement.
Agencies should invest in re-training or acquire new microservices development skills in the
market for microservices development.
Microservices involves the use of modern frameworks and languages and new devOps concepts
like continuous delivery, continuous testing, red/black deployments, etc. The development and
operations teams need to be upskilled in these areas. Cultural changes should also be factored
into the training.
Agencies should evaluate the strategic importance, longevity, and expected growth of the
application being built
Agencies must consider an application’s strategic importance – including its expected longevity
and expected growth – in the overall business case. The reason for this is that quantifying
maintenance costs and rates of application change becomes increasingly imprecise over the
long term. You should design applications that are strategic to your business operations or to
your business reputation with agility in mind, and set aside a budget set for their continuous
improvement and support. Microservices approach is better suited for this.
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Agencies should evaluate the increasing customer demands and expectations from an
application or a service
Agencies should consider the marketplace pressures that you are currently experiencing or
anticipate from existing or new customers. This could include increase in demand for speed
with which new features can be delivered that are highly resilient and scalable from customers,
seasonal or unpredictable spikes in increase in user volumes (e.g.: sporting events related
services)
Agencies should evaluate the size and complexity of the applications under consideration
Large and complex applications tend to be good candidates for microservices development and
refactoring. When identifying and ranking applications by complexity consider the following
criteria:


Look for a gap between how many deployments are performed every year versus how many are desired
by the business and application teams. Complex applications typically bundle a large number of changes
across a small number of change windows. This decreases agility, generally increases risk, and typically
dramatically increases testing costs.



Use function points, story points, maintenance costs, number of defects per release/per year as a
determinant of application complexity.



How large is the testing effort when a change is rolled out? Testing effort is typically directly correlated
with complexity.

9.1.2 Architecture and design decisions guide
Microservices, by their nature, introduce new approaches and considerations to architecture and
design. Security, for instance, is increasing in importance, and must be designed up front, not
as an afterthought. Likewise, the selection of the most appropriate application design patterns
for the type of microservice function will help you achieve a balance between agility, operability,
and the long-term maintainability and evolution of the application.
In this section, we list several foundational architecture and design patterns and considerations
you will face with microservices development.

9.1.2.1 Microservices architectural patterns
The following four patterns provide a basic framework for putting a microservices-based
application together:
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1. Single Page Application (SPA) - With the introduction of more powerful browsers, proliferation
of faster networks, and robust client-side languages, many web interfaces shifted from
distributed multi-page applications to single-page applications. A single-page application (SPA)
is a web-based interface that provides the user with a single entry point to the application and
never reloads the page or navigates away from that initial experience. Built using a combination
of HTML, CSS, and JavaScript, these applications respond to user input through dynamic
service calls to backing REST-based services that update portions of the screen instead of
redirecting to an entirely new page. This application architecture often simplifies the front-end
experience with the tradeoff of more responsibility on the backing services.
2. Backend for Frontend (BFF) – With the wide-spread adoption of single-page applications and
REST-based APIs, there was soon a negative impact across user experiences through different
channels. Requiring many backing services to populate an SPA would now delegate that
responsibility to the browser to manage the many asynchronous REST-based services – often
leading to very poor experiences across devices. The common resolution to this issue was the
implementation of a backend aggregator service that would then reduce the overall number of
calls from the browser and in turn handle the bulk of the external backing service communication,
returning a more easily managed single request to the browser.
This pattern evolved to be known as the Backend for Frontend pattern. The pattern allows frontend teams to deploy their own backend aggregator service (the BFF) that handles the entirety
of external service calls needed for their specific user experience - often built for a specific
browser, mobile platform, or IOT device. The same team builds both the user experience and
the BFF, often in the same language, leading to both an increase in overall application
performance and application delivery.
3. Business Microservice – a business microservice performs one comprehensive business
function. Deciding to implement each business entity as a microservice is not the end of your
design problems, however. You must also think about how you would implement the
microservice and how that microservice relates to the other services in your overall business
application.
Business microservices tend to be stateful, and tend to own their own data in a database that
they manage.
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Figure 6 - Business microservice
4. Adapter Microservices – an adapter microservice wraps and translates existing (usually
function-based) services into an entity-based REST interface. This type of microservice treats
each new entity interface as a microservice and builds, manages, and scales it independently.
In many cases, it's a straightforward exercise to convert a function-based interface (for instance
one built using SOAP) into a business-concept-based interface. In many ways, this can be
thought of as moving from a verb-based (functional) approach to a noun-based (entity)
approach.
Often, the functions exposed in a SOAP endpoint correspond one-to-one to CRUD (create, read,
update, delete) operations on a single business object type, and therefore can map easily to a
REST interface.
These operations would then simply send the corresponding SOAP messages to the existing
SOAP endpoint and then translate the XML data types from the corresponding SOAP operations
to JSON data types for the new REST interface.

Figure 7 - Adapter Microservice
The figure below shows what an application using these patterns looks like:
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Figure 8 - Application built with microservices patterns
5. Strangler Pattern
This pattern is based on an analogy to a vine that strangles a tree it’s wrapped around. The idea
is that you use the structure of a monolithic application to split it up into functional domains and
replace those domains with a new microservices-based implementation one domain at a time.
These two aspects form separate applications living side-by-side in the same space. Over time,
the newly refactored application “strangles” or replaces the original application until finally you
can shut off the monolithic application. It is very useful when working with legacy applications
or even COTS applications. You write fronting façade code that lets you capture and intercept
calls to the old system. This allows you to decide if you route these calls to existing, legacy code,
or direct them to new code you may have written. This allows you to replace functionality over
time without requiring a big bang rewrite.
Thus, the Strangler Pattern steps are transform, coexist, and eliminate:
•

Transform - Create parallel new application based on more modern approaches

•

Coexist - Leave the existing application where it is for a time. Incrementally frontend, capture,
and redirect traffic to the new site for newly implemented functionality.
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•

Eliminate – Gradually eliminate the old functionality from the existing application (or simply stop
maintaining it) as traffic is redirected away from that portion of the old application.

9.1.2.2 How do you design the right level of Microservices when you are developing a new
greenfield application?
What makes a good ‘microservice’ is driven by two key architectural principles – loose coupling
and high cohesion.
Loose Coupling - When services are loosely coupled, a change to one service should not

require a change to another. The whole point of a microservice is being able to make a change
to one service and deploy it,
High Cohesion – High cohesion would help keeping the related behavior to sit together, and

unrelated behavior to sit elsewhere. If we want to change a certain behavior, we want to be able
to change it in one place, and release that change as soon as possible
To identify the right microservice, agencies need to apply Domain Driven Design principles. Eric
Evans’s book Domain-Driven Design (Addison-Wesley) focuses on how to create systems that
model real-world domains. Domain Driven design helps in identifying ‘bounded contexts’ within
a domain. The idea is that any given domain consists of multiple bounded contexts, and residing
within each are ‘things’ that do not need to be communicated outside as well as things that are
shared externally with other bounded contexts. Each bounded context has an explicit interface,
where it decides what models to share with other contexts.
When capturing the bounded contexts that exist in your agency, you should be thinking not in
terms of data that is shared, but about the capabilities those contexts provide the rest of the
domain. When modeled as services, these capabilities become the key operations that will be
exposed over the wire to other collaborators.
Once you have well designed bounded contexts, they lend themselves extremely well to being
excellent candidates for microservices. The capability interfaces they provide become the
services APIs exposed by the microservices.
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9.1.3 How do you identify the right microservices when you are refactoring an existing
monolithic application towards a microservices-based architecture?
Agencies can apply the same Domain Driven Design principles to identify microservices when
refactoring an existing monolithic system. One of the initial goals is to identify bounded contexts.
Existing Dependency analysis tools such as JDepend may assist in finding natural system
boundaries. The next step is the decomposition of the monolithic system into components based
on bounded contexts. The goal of this activity is to ensure that each service has a single
responsibility. Services should be independently replaceable and upgradeable.
Some good practices to follow while conducting this process are:


Try to separate databases before separating services.



Ensure existing transactions continue to reside within a single service or redesign to use compensation
and/or eventual consistency.



Look at existing team structures and their distributed geographical locations.



Build new features as microservices around an existing monolithic system.

9.1.3.1 What is the recommended approach to design the API exposed by a Microservice and
what are the recommended design patterns?
When designing a microservice API, agencies should consider the following approaches:
Enforce strong contracts
A microservice must provide a versioned, well-defined contract to its clients, which are other
microservices. Each service must not break these versioned contracts until it's known that no
other microservice relies on a particular, versioned contract.
Avoid chatty interfaces
Chatty interfaces are interfaces that require you to perform multiple calls to accomplish a task.
In a distributed system, this can have detrimental consequences to your service performance
and availability.
Message serialization
There are many important factors to consider for the serialization format: Who are the users,
how much data is being transferred in each request, can the data be compressed? JSON is
currently the popular format for microservices APIs, which can be parsed directly into an object
graph, but JSON is not a compact format. Performance requirements may lead an API designer
to consider other formats.
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9.1.3.1.1 API design patterns
Design patterns that inform the API design of microservices are as follows:
API Gateway Pattern
An API Gateway is used to abstract the communication between client applications and internal
microservices. The API Gateway allows for the composition of microservices into client-ready
services.

Figure 9 - API Gateway Pattern

Microservices Discovery Pattern
The Microservices Discovery Pattern removes coupling between microservices and client apps.
By dynamically registering microservices in an enterprise topology, we allow client applications
and other services to dynamically discover microservices and adapt to changes. This pattern
also avoids the centralized registry pattern of traditional SOAs.
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Figure 10 - Microservices Discovery Pattern
Microservices Description Pattern
The Microservices Description Pattern expresses features of microservices in a descriptive
format that can be understood by client applications. It also offers a means of managing
microservices metadata.
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Figure 11 - Microservices Description Pattern

9.1.3.2 What are the security considerations when designing microservices?
Security is a critically important, comprehensive, and continually evolving topic for any IT system,
including those based on a microservices architecture.
In addition to the agencies’ secure engineering and management practices based on NIA
policies and controls, they should consider the following internal and external considerations
related to microservices security. Some are based on emerging standards and practices and will
continue to evolve.
9.1.3.2.1 Internal considerations (that is, within own data center or network):


JSON Web Tokens (JWT): JWTs are becoming the prevailing standard for representing claims
between two parties. These open standard tokens are the foundation for both the OAuth protocol and
the OIDC framework. The OAuth protocol is used to provide secure authorization, token expiry, and access
token revocation. OIDC provides a secure authentication layer on top of OAUTH. The propagation of
identity between microservices, and the resulting authorization decisions, are predominantly based on
JWTs as opposed to proprietary approaches or other “heavier weight” token standards such as SAML.
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TLS (formerly known as SSL) remains the predominant method of securing HTTP communications (traffic)
between all components, including between microservices. TLS uses public key infrastructure (PKI) to
create secure sessions using asymmetric cryptography that involves the use of digital certificates that are
extremely difficult to compromise. It is advisable to use two-way TLS – meaning both requestor and
provider have their own digital certificate, and so both parties can trust whom the other party is.



API keys and shared secrets: APIs and microservices are often further secured through the use of
non-PKI encryption that uses symmetric cryptography. Symmetric cryptography requires both parties to
use the same key (that is, a “shared secret”) to encrypt and decrypt their messages. If you are planning to
use API keys to authorize and validate calls that a microservice receives, be sure to follow secure practices
for establishing and distributing the keys, and to regularly update (rotate) the keys, otherwise your
security can be compromised if a rogue employee or hacker is somehow able to learn of the keys.



Data in transit and at rest: While TLS is an excellent standard for encrypting traffic between
components – including data in transit – some data are of high enough importance that they warrant
further controls, such as tokenizing. Tokenizing replaces the value of, for instance, a Social Security
Number or a credit card number with a token that the receiving party can then look up to get the actual
value. Encryption of the data (such as via shared secret approaches mentioned above) within the TLSencrypted session is also an option for additional security of highly sensitive data in transit. Encrypting
data at rest (that is, data within a database or a file system) is also important and will also drive the need
for key management servers for storing encryption keys and policies for their rotation. Consider using
commercial encryption products.



White listing: Application or microservice whitelisting is the practice of specifying a list of approved
applications and services that are permitted to invoke your microservices. It can also include host and IP
whitelisting as well, which further restricts which services are permitted to call your microservices.
Whitelisting is performed in addition to other practices such as two-way TLS. Consider whitelisting for
environments that require exceptionally high security.



Black listing: Black listing is the opposite of white listing. It specifies specific applications, microservices
or servers that cannot access your microservice. Blacklisting is typically implemented by your network
group, independent of specific applications or services as a means to restrict rogue sites or users from
accessing your IT environment. Your network group may subscribe to various blacklist feed providers.



Toolchains: Securing your DevOps toolchain is of critical importance in a microservices world. DevOps
is critical for microservices; however, you must not inadvertently create security holes with your DevOps
tools. Be sure to follow the vendor’s recommended security configuration and operational practices, and
be sure to include your toolchain in professional security penetration tests.



Command Line Interfaces (CLIs): Similar to your DevOps toolchain, ensure that any CLI tools you use
are secured according to the tool’s capabilities or by your workstation or server security controls. You may
need to invest in Privileged Identity Management tooling that monitors the use of a user session to detect
unauthorized usage.
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Identity propagation: Identity propagation is critical in a microservices world. For instance, a user
logged into an application may invoke a microservice that ends up calling another microservice. Both
microservices will likely need to know the identity of the requesting user. Use industry standards
approaches such as JWT described above to securely propagate identity.

9.1.3.2.2 External considerations (that is, communication with other users or systems on
the internet):


TLS: As with the internal consideration, TLS should be used to encrypt traffic. You may not, however, have
the ability to enforce two-way TLS for end users, as web browsers typically do not have digital certificates
installed for the individual. Servers typically have bona fide certificates installed.



Exposed publicly or only behind firewalls: When exposing microservices as APIs, the architectural
placement of your API gateway can be in front of or behind your firewalls. When in front, your gateway
needs to be hardened to DMZ standards.

9.1.4 Implementation guidelines and best practices
Agencies need to consider various implementation options and considerations when building
microservices.

9.1.4.1 When is it appropriate to use an asynchronous protocol for your Microservice?
Using an asynchronous protocol should be the exception rather than the rule for several reasons:


REST is simpler to consume – there are HTTP clients for every language.



REST has Swagger as a good documentation language.



The Web’s infrastructure, both internally and externally, makes it easier to secure and manage HTTP
connections.

There are situations where a queued solution (a message broker like Rabbit MQ) is best. These
situations occur when:


The communication is naturally asynchronous (fire and forget)



You are dealing with long-running processes (but use callbacks rather than a pseudo synchronous polling
approach)

When you have to use an asynchronous protocol, it’s best to use standards like Kafka or AMQP
wherever possible. Stick with the schema design you used for REST to reuse as many DTOs as
possible. Implement the queued interfaces as their own independent microservices, so you can
scale and manage them separately.
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9.1.4.2 Orchestration Vs Choreography
With orchestration, we rely on a central brain to guide and drive the process, much like the
conductor in an orchestra.
Downside to Orchestration approach is that the orchestrating service can become too much of
a central governing authority. It can become the hub in the middle of a web, and a central point
where logic starts to live.

With choreography, we inform each service participating in a process of its job, and let it work
out the details, like dancers all finding their way and reacting to others around them in a ballet.
This approach is significantly more decoupled. If some other service needed to be added to the
process, it just needs to subscribe to the events and do its job when needed. The downside is
that the explicit view of the business process is not available. This means additional work is
needed to ensure that you can monitor and track that the right things have happened.
In general, systems that tend more toward the choreographed approach are more loosely
coupled, and are more flexible and amenable to change. You do need to do extra work to monitor
and track the processes across system boundaries, however.

Heavily orchestrated

implementations tend to be extremely brittle, with a higher cost of change.
Agencies should strongly prefer aiming for a choreographed system, where each service is
smart enough to understand its role in the whole dance.

9.1.4.3 What is the recommended approach to handle transaction failures that involve more
than one microservice?
This topic related to Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation, Durability (ACID) transactions involving
more than one microservice. There are multiple ways to handle these transactions.


Eventual Consistency: If the business process allows for it, use eventual consistency technique where the
failed transaction can be eventually retried and the system becomes eventually consistent.



Compensating transactions: If a part of a transaction fails, compensating transactions can be fired to roll
back changes to other committed transactions.



Background Administrative processes: Administrative processes can be designed to look for
inconsistencies in transaction states and can be rolled back to stable state.



Redesign the microservice: If none of these techniques work, think about redesigning the microservice
so that the ACID transaction can be managed within the context of a single microservice.
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9.1.4.4 What is a service registry and when do I need one?
A service registry is a repository for information about services. At a minimum, the registry is a
mapping between a unique identifier and a service instance to decouple the physical address of
a service from the identifier.
Often, service registries add other metadata about the service along with the physical address,
such as a generic server name (useful when you have multiple instances of a service) and health
information such as status or uptime.
Not all microservices projects require a services registry. If you have only a handful of services
in your application, then the setup and management of the registry infrastructure is often more
trouble than it’s worth. But if you have more than six services, then it may become useful when
alternative ways of managing service location (such as configuration files) become
cumbersome.

9.1.4.5 What factors should I consider when selecting a microservices framework?
Building a system using the microservices architectural style presents typical challenges of
distributed systems design. The adoption of a microservices framework to address some of the
most important cross-cutting concerns of the system is a common and welcome practice.
You should consider the following non-functional aspects when selecting your framework:
a)

Community support and industry adoption

b) Stability of the code

The choice of framework is also associated with the runtime chosen for the microservice.
Common technical capabilities that you should consider are:
a)

Resource handling, for example, network locations of external services such as databases and message
brokers

b) Security
c)

Monitoring and logging to offer insight into what the application is doing and how it is performing

Microservices framework is part of the Qatar next-gen service creation and service delivery
platform.

9.1.4.6 What are the key component choices for the microservices fabric stack?
Routing and discovery:
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a)

Netflix OSS – the Eureka, Ribbon, and Zuul frameworks that are part of the Netflix OSS stack provide this
capability. Use this if you plan to build microservices only in Java and are using other parts of the Netflix
OSS stack and Spring Cloud.

b) Amalgam8 - provides routing and discovery capabilities. Use Amalgam8 when you plan to build
microservices using various programming languages.
c)

Apache Zookeeper - A widely used, high-performance coordination service for distributed applications.
ZooKeeper is a centralized service for maintaining configuration information, naming, providing
distributed synchronization, and providing group services.

Logging and analytics:
a)

Elastic Search, Logstash, Kibana (ELK) – the ELK stack is a popular stack for logging and analytics. It is a
good choice for microservices logging and analytics.

b) Splunk – many enterprises have invested in Splunk. Use Splunk if it is company standard and available.

Logging, monitoring, and alerting:
a)

Graphite - is an enterprise-level monitoring tool known for performing well on systems with limited
resources. It stores numeric time-series data and renders graphs of this data on demand. Graphite does
not collect monitoring data.

b) Grafana - is most commonly used for visualizing time series data for internet infrastructure and application
analytics
c)

Collectd - gathers metrics from various sources, e.g. the operating system, applications, logfiles and
external devices, and stores this information or makes it available over the network. Those statistics can
be used to monitor systems, find performance bottlenecks (i.e. performance analysis) and predict future
system load

Messaging:
a)

Kafka - is an open source stream-processing platform developed by the Apache Software Foundation that
provides a high-throughput, low-latency platform for handling real-time data feeds. Its storage layer is a
massively scalable pub/sub message queue architected as a distributed transaction log.

b) RabbitMQ - is open source message broker software that implements the Advanced Message Queuing
Protocol (AMQP), built on the Open Telecom Platform framework for clustering and failover.
c)

MQ Light API - A simple yet powerful AMQP-based messaging API. Write apps that run locally, in the cloud,
or alongside IBM MQ.

d) IBM Message Hub - a scalable, distributed, high throughput message bus in the cloud, based on Apache
Kafka, available as a fully managed Bluemix service.

Security:
a)

Basic Security – Traditional HTTP Basic Auth that is still widely implemented in applications today, but
poorly supported in a distributed microservices architecture.
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b) OAuth2 – An open-protocol based security implementation that allows a similar user experience, with
common architecture components, across web applications, mobile platforms, and IoT devices.
OAuth requires specific architecture components to support implementation, but many open source
and enterprise offerings exist to build security from the ground up.
c)

JSON Web Tokens (JWT) – An extension to the OAuth model and concept, JWTs are open standardsbased headers that allow all actors in a microservices architecture to validate, verify, and generate
authorization. Based on JSON initially, this specification can be utilized across many non-JavaScript
applications as well.

d) Certificate based – Originally implemented as Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) and more commonly
implemented as Transport Layer Security (TLS), certificate-based security allows developers to secure
their architecture components using cryptographically secured keys that ensure communication is
secret when going over any network interface.

Config:
a.

Spring Cloud Config - provides server and client-side support for externalized configuration in a
distributed system. It provides a central place to manage external properties for applications
across all environments. As an application moves through the deployment pipeline from
development to test and into production, you can manage the configuration between those
environments and be certain that applications have everything they need to run when they
migrate.

b.

etcd – Another open-source externalized configuration manager, this reliable key-value store
provides broader language bindings, more often better performance, and more easily clustered.
Often available as a service from cloud service providers.

c.

Consul – Provides service discovery capabilities. Consul is another highly scaled key value store
that is language agnostic with REST-based interfaces and broad language support.

9.1.4.7 What are the recommended resiliency design patterns for microservices based
architectures?
Circuit Breaker Pattern

A circuit breaker is a switch that automatically toggles itself off when there is an overload or
short-circuit. In a microservices ecosystem, a circuit breaker can be activated when a service
becomes slow to respond or fails completely to prevent it from being exposed to more requests.
Circuit breakers allow user code to check if external dependencies are available before actually
connecting to the external system.
A circuit breaker keeps track of which services fail and, based on thresholds, decides if a service
should be used or not. The circuit breaker also hides complexity from the end user code. It keeps
statistics hidden and gives simple answers: available or not.
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A circuit breaker can be placed anywhere between the consumer and the API provider. It is
preferable to place it closer to the consumer to comply with the fail-fast principle:

Figure 12 - Circuit Breaker pattern
Handshaking Pattern

By asking a component if it can handle more work before asking it to perform that work, the
system has a way to introduce throttling. If the component is too busy, it can tell the clients to
back off until it is able to handle more requests.
This pattern can be considered a variant of the Circuit Breaker Pattern described above,
establishing a state of “partially ON,” aside from the typical states “ON” and “OFF” of a simple
breaker.
Bulkhead Pattern

The Bulkhead Pattern prevents faults in one part of a system from taking the entire system down.
The term comes from ships. A ship is divided into separate, watertight compartments to prevent
a single hull breach from flooding the entire ship; it will only flood one bulkhead.
Depending on what type of faults you want to protect the system from, your implementation of
this pattern can take many forms.
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Netflix Hystrix is one of the most popular implementations of the Bulkhead Pattern. The bulkhead
implementation in Hystrix limits the number of concurrent calls to a component. This way, the
number of resources (typically threads) that is waiting for a reply from the component is limited.
Hystrix has two different approaches to the bulkhead implementation: thread isolation and
semaphore isolation.
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10 Appendix 3: Reference architecture usage scenarios
This section provides instructions on how to leverage various technology building blocks to
create microservices based applications and analytical applications.

10.1 Microservices based applications
The diagram below illustrates the technology components (highlighted in yellow borders)
agencies can leverage to create applications, supporting processes and services (highlighted in
cyan borders) using a microservices based approach.

Figure 13 - Application reference architecture - microservices development view
1.

Agencies will create new choreography processes and supporting business service APIs and expose them
through their existing or new websites. Processes can also consume existing shared services such as
payment gateway or SMS gateway.

2.

For creating Business APIs, agencies can do either of the following
a.

Expose existing business capabilities through ‘API management’ component from legacy systems
or COTS systems. If complex transformation / mediation is required, they can use the ‘Enterprise
Service Bus’ component

b.

Create cloud native microservices by leveraging ‘Microservices platform’ and ‘PaaS runtimes’
components. PaaS runtimes can be programming runtimes (e.g.: nodeJS, java, etc.) or database
runtimes (e.g.: Cloudant, GraphDB)

3.

To choreograph the business process, ‘Event Hub’ based choreography capabilities can be leveraged. This
provides a loosely coupled, asynchronous approach to choreograph underlying business services. ‘Rules
engine’ component can be leveraged for externalizing business rules, if required.
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4.

‘DevOps’ component will provide an agile continuous integration / testing / deployment capabilities to
the development process.

10.2 Analytical applications
The diagram below illustrates the technology components agencies can leverage (highlighted in
yellow boxes) to create analytical applications and services (highlighted in cyan boxes) as per
the GEA application reference architecture.

Figure 14 - Application reference architecture - analytics development view
1.

Agencies or MoTC can create new analytical dashboards along with supporting analytics APIs. Analytics
APIs can be providing business intelligence type of analytical information or expose advanced analytical
capabilities (e.g.: prediction, optimization analytics).

2.

Data marts for specific use cases can be created by processing data from ‘Nation-wide Data lake’ to ‘Data
Warehouse’ component. Additional information from legacy data stores lying with in agency boundaries
can be processed and integrated into ‘Data Warehouse’ component by leveraging ETL capabilities of
‘ETL/Batch’ component.

3.

Data science, discovery, Business intelligence analytics, advanced analytics capabilities provided by
‘Analytics Tools’ PaaS component can be leveraged to create analytics insights.

4.

Analytics insights created can be exposed as APIs using ‘API management’ component.
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11 Glossary


ACID: Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation, Durability



AI: Artificial Intelligence



AMQP: Advanced Message Queuing Protocol



API: Application Programming Interface



APP: Atom Publishing Protocol



ARM: Application Reference Model



BFF: Backend for Frontend



BI: Business Intelligence



BPMN: Business Process Modelling Notation



BRM: Business Reference Model



CCXML: Call Control Extensible Mark-up Language



CLI: Command Line Interfaces



COTS: Commercial Off-The-Shelf



CRM: Customer Relationship Management



CRUD: Create, Read, Update, Delete



CSS: Cascading Style Sheet



CVS: Concurrent Versions System



DAM: Digital Asset Management



DBMS: Database Management System



DMZ: Demilitarized Zone



DNS: Domain Name System



DOM: Document Object Model



DTO: Data Transfer Object



ECM: Enterprise Content Management



ELK: Elasticsearch, Logstash, and Kibana



ERP: Enterprise Resource Planning



ETL: Extract / Transform / Load



G2B: Government to Business



G2C: Government to Citizen



G2G: Government to Government



GDX: Government Data eXchange



GEA: (Qatari) Government Enterprise Architecture



HR: Human Resources



HRMS: Human Resource Management System
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HTML: Hypertext Markup Language



HTTP: Hypertext Transfer Protocol



IBM: International Business Machines



ICT: Information Communication Technology



IDE: Integrated Development Environment



IoT: Internet of Things



IRM: Infrastructure Reference Model



ISAM: Indexed Sequential Access Method



ISO: International Organisation for Standardization



IT: Information Technology



IVR: Interactive Voice Response



JSON: JavaScript Object Notation



JSR: Java Specification Request



JWT: JSON Web Tokens



KPI: Key Performance Indicators



LDAP: Lightweight Directory Access Protocol



MME: (Qatar) Ministry of Municipality and Environment



MoI: (Qatar) Ministry of Interior



MoTC: (Qatari) Ministry of Transport & Communication



MQ: Message Queue



MRCP: Media Resource Control Protocol



OASIS: Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards



OAuth: Open Authorization



OIDC: OpenID Connect



OS: Operating System



OSS: Open Source Software



PaaS: Platform as a Service



PBFT: Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance



PC: Personal Computer



PKI: Public Key Infrastructure



REST: Representational State Transfer



RSS: Rich Site Summary



SAML: Security Assertion Markup Language



SDK: Software Development Kit



SGML: Standard Generalized Mark-up Language
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SMS: Short Message Service



SOA: Service Oriented Architecture



SOAP: Simple Object Access Protocol



SOE: Standard Operating Environment



SoR: Systems of Records



SPA: Single Page Application



SSL: Secure Sockets Layer



SSO: Single-Sign-On



SVG: Scalable Vector Graphics



SysML: Systems Modeling Language



TCP/IP: Transmission Control Protocol/ Internet Protocol



TLS: Transport Level Security



UML: Unified Modelling Language



UTF: Unicode Transformation Format



VUI: Voice User Interface



VXML: VoiceXML



W3C: World Wide Web Consortium



WoG: Whole of Government



WS-BPEL: Web Services Business Process Execution Language



WSIA: Web Services for Interactive Applications



WSRP: Web Services for Remote Portlet



X+V: XML+VXML



XaaS: X as a Service



XHTML: Extensible Hypertext Mark-up Language



XLIFF: XML Localization File Format



XML: Extensible Mark-up Language



XUL: XML User Interface Language
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